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PMT Tyres extends with the FIM Europe the partnership as the exclusive tyre 

supplier for the 2024 European Mini Road Racing Championship 

 

The FIM Europe and PMT Tyres continue their partnership to discover the new European 

champions who will compete at the Slovakia Karting Center circuit. 

 

PMT Tyres is pleased to announce its participation in the 2024 European Mini Road Racing 

Championship as the sole tyre supplier. Once again, PMT will support young riders, 

contributing its expertise to the success of the competition.  

 

The 2024 European Mini Road Racing Championship will be held at the renowned Slovakia 

Karting Center in Slovakia. Talented European riders will compete on this track, aiming to 

win the prestigious European title. Following the exciting 2023 edition, which saw fierce 

competition between various nationalities at the Italian circuit of Ortona, this year will 

also feature participants from all over Europe eager to make their mark on the 

international scene.  

 

PMT, which has been collaborating with the FIM Europe for years, is proud to continue 

supporting young motorcycle talents by providing its tyres, with the aim of ensuring the 

best performance on the track. 

 

Michal Sikora, FIM Europe President 

“The FIM Europe is glad to extend the partnership with PMT Tyres. We believe they have 

the expertise and know-how to deliver a first-class European Mini Road Racing 

Championship. The series is a very important discipline for our future champions and 



 

 

needs strong, reliable and iconic tyres to be associated with. We strongly believe in this 

partnership. I would like to thank Laura Pauselli, who made this project happen”. 

 

Laura Pauselli, Co-Owner of PMT 

"It is always a great honor to collaborate with FIM Europe to promote and support young 

two-wheel talents. The European Mini Road Racing Championship is a crucial showcase 

for future champions, and we are proud to have played a role in their growth journey. 

We wish all participants a year full of success and satisfaction, hoping they can follow in 

the footsteps of their idols and achieve their goals”. 


